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BRILL-NOETHER THEORY FOR VECTOR BUNDLES OF RANK 2
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Denote by U(n, d) the moduli space of stable vector bundles of rank n and degree
ύίona fixed algebraic non-singular curve of genus g. Let Wr

nfd be the subscheme of
those vector bundles which have at least r+1 independent sections. By the theory of
determinantal varieties, if Wr

Hyd is not empty, then every component of it has dimension
at least p(n, r, d, g) = n2{g— 1)+ 1 — (r+ l)(r+ 1 — d+n(g— 1)) and one expects equality
to hold for a generic curve when the right hand side is greater than zero.

Sundaram [S] proved, using a degeneration argument, that W\d is non-empty for
any curve for odd d,g<d<2g — 2.ln fact, his proof shows that it has the right dimension
p(2, 1, d, g) = 2d—3 for a generic curve.

Here we see that the dimension is exactly p for a generic curve in the full range of
d where it makes sense. We also characterize (in terms of special divisors) the curves
for which the dimension is bigger. The proof does not need degeneration arguments
but is based instead on the geometric theory of extensions used by Atiyah, Newstead,
Lange-Narashimhan et al. (see for instance [L, N]).

For more general results about Wr

nd for generic C see [T].
I would like to thank P. Newstead for bringing this problem to my attention and

for useful comments. This work was carried out while the author was working at
Liverpool University on a project financed by S.E.R.C.

THEOREM. Given any non-singular curve C and a d, 3<d<2g—l, W\^d has a
component of dimension p(2, 1, d, g) = 2d—3, and a generic point on it corresponds to a
vector bundle whose space of sections has dimension 2 and the generic section has no
zeroes. If C is generic, this is the only component of W\d. Moreover, W\y d has extra
components if and only if W\k is not empty and dim W\ k>d+2k — 2g— 1 for some k
with 2k <d.

NOTE. For d>2g, any vector bundle of rank two has at least two sections (by
Riemann-Roch's Theorem) and therefore W\d— U(2, d).

For d<2, W\fd is empty. Indeed, if a non-trivial vector bundle E has at least two
sections, then a linear combination of them must have a zero (otherwise the map from
Θ2->E given by the sections is an isomorphism because it is bijective at every fiber).
Hence, E has a line subbundle of degree at least one and this would contradict stability
ifdeg£<2.
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PROOF. Consider a vector bundle E in W\d. A section s gives rise to a non-zero
map s: Θ^E. Let D be the divisor of zeroes of s. By the stability of E, if k is the
degree of /), then 2k < d. Write the exact sequence

(1) 0 • Θ(D) —^- E -^-> L • 0

where L is a line bundle. Consider a section / of E independent of s. Then, either (9(D)
has at least two sections or the map t\ Θ^E does not factor through s and hence gives
rise to a section of L.

Assume first h°(Θ{D)) = 1. Then, there is a pull-back diagram

0 • Θ(D) > E • L • 0

(2) πt

0 > Θ(D) • £ x L 0 • 0 • 0 .

Consider the points eeExt\L, Θ(D)) = H\L-ι®Θφ)) and
Hι(Θ(D)) respectively corresponding to the two rows of (2). Clearly, the surjection in
the second row has a section and therefore e' = 0.

Denote by D' the (effective) divisor of zeroes of πt. Then L = Θ(D') and the map
H1(G(D-D'))-+Hι(Θ(D)) corresponding to pull-back of extensions is the dual of
(H\Θ{D)))*^H\Θ{K-D))^H°{Θ(K+D'-D)) = (H\Θ(D-DfW given by multipli-
cation by /. Clearly, the image of this map is the set of divisors in H°(Θ(K+D' — D))
containing the divisor Df. So, the extension e which corresponds to a point in the
orthogonal to this image may be identified with a point in the span </)'> of D' when
thinking of the curve as its image by the linear system \K+D' — D\. Using Riemann-
Roch's theorem and the fact that άegDf = d—k>άQgD = k, we get dim<Z>'> =
h°(K+D'-D)-h°(K-D)-\=d-k-2.

Let us now count the dimension of the set of vector bundles E obtained in this
way. Every such vector bundle, if stable, admits a different representation of this type,
up to scalar multiple, for each one of its sections. Hence the dimension of the set of
vector bundles so obtained is

dim{D} + dim{D'} + dim<£>'> - (h°(E) - 1)

= άimC(k) + άimCid-k) + d-k-2-(h°(E)-\)<2d-k-3<2d-3

with equality only if k = 0 and a generic £Ίias no more than two independent sections.
Claim 1. For & = deg/) = 0, the generic E as in (1) satisfies h°(E) = 2.
Assume this were not the case. Then, h°(E) > 2 implies h°(L) > 1 and a second

section of L can be lifted to a section of E. Reasoning as above, one gets that the
extension e corresponding to a point in </)'> is also in the span of some other divisor
D" with D" in \L\. Hence
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(3) (Z)')
D"

Now, dim«/r> n </)"» = dim</)'> + dim</T> -dim</)' + /)"> = dim</)'> + dim<Z)" > -

[Λ°(Λ:®L)-A ( )(^(8)L-Z) /-Z)' /)-l] = Λ 0 (^)-3, where the last equality follows by

Riemann-Roch theorem using the fact that D' and D" are divisors in the linear series \L\.

From (3), one obtains

(4) d-2 = dim<Zr> <h°(L) - 1 + dim«Z)'> n <£>"» = 2A°(L) - 4 .

Therefore λ°(L) > (rf/2) + 1 . By Clifford's theorem this implies either that C is hyper-

elliptic and L is of the form ag\ or that L is non-special. In the former case, L and

therefore E is not generic. In the latter, by Riemann-Roch's theorem, (4) reads as

d— 2<2(d+ 1 — g) — 4. Hence d>2g against the hypothesis. This proves Claim 1.

Claim 2. The generic extension (1) with D = 0, h°{E) = 2 gives rise to a stable E.

Assume this were not the case and let F be a line subbundle of degree at least d/2.

As Θ does not have subsheaves of positive degree, the map from F to E gives rise

to a non-trivial map from F to L. Hence F~1®L has a section, i.e., F~1®L = Θ(D")

for an effective divisor D" with degZ>" = degL — degF<d/2. Then, reasoning as above,

we would get that </)'> is contained in the union of the spans of Z>", where Z)" varies

on the set of divisors of degree at most d/2. Let us prove that this is not possible.

The span of D' has dimension d— 2>d/2— 1 >dim<Z>">. So <D'> cannot be

contained in the spans of the finite number of subsets of d/2 points that it contains.

Therefore we can assume that dim<Z>'> n <Z>"> <d/2-2.

As the set of divisors D" has at most dimension d/2

D"

So, if a generic point, say e in </)'>, is in the span of a divisor <D">, then /)" must be

generic too. Then projecting from e the points of D" one obtains linearly dependent

points. This happens a fortiori when projecting from </)'>. But projection from <£>'>

is the canonical map and this is impossible as degD" = d/2<g. This proves the claim.

We have now shown that the closure in W\yd of the subset given by the extensions

(1) with h°(Θ(D))=\ has precisely one component Wo of dimension 2d— 3, all others

being of smaller dimension. The generic point of Wo corresponds in (1) to D = 0. From

this and Claim 1, it is as described in the statement of the theorem. Also from Claim

1 and the assumption h°(Θ(D))= 1, the bundle corresponding to this generic point has

no line subbundle with two independent sections, so Wo is a component of W\d. Since

every component of W\td has dimension at least 2ί/-3, it follows that all other

components must have generic points corresponding to extensions (1) with h°((9(D))>2

and that there exist such components if and only if the set of bundles corresponding

to such extensions has dimension at least 2d—3.
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In order to conclude the proof of the theorem, it remains only to see what happens
with the extensions (1) obtained with an Θ{D) which has two independent sections.

If we want E to be stable, then k = degD<(degE)/2 = d/2.
If W\ k is empty, then so is the set of such extensions. Otherwise its dimension is

at most (with equality if different pairs (&(D), L) give rise to different extensions)
dim W[k + dim¥\cd~k + h1(L~1(D))-\=ά\m W{,k + 2g-2 + d-2k and this number is
at least Id— 3 if and only if dim W\Λ>d+2k — 2g — \. Moreover, if 2k <d, the generic
extension obtained in this way is stable. This is proved as before by using the fact that
the dimension of the (d/2 — fc)-chordal variety is at most (in fact equal to, cf. [L])

Now, for a generic curve, W\k is empty for 2k<g + 2. Moreover, &\mW\k =
p(l, 1, k, g) — 2k — g — 2 for 2k>g + 2 and this number is smaller than d+2k~2g— 1
because, by stability, 2k <d. This proves the assertion for generic C.

Assume that every extension could be obtained by means of another pair (Z>, Γ) e
W\ kxPicd~\ Then reasoning as before, e belongs to the span of an effective divisor
D where L = Θ(D + D). Now, letting D vary in the set of effective divisors of degree
d-2k such that L = Θ(D + D) for a D in W\Λ, we obtain (for generic L)

We are assuming this number to be at least h1(L~1(D))— 1. Hence, dim W\tk>
2g.-d-\-2k-l. On the other hand, by Martens Theorem (cf. [A, C, G, H]) dim W\Λ<
k — 2. Hence, d—2>d—k>2g—\, contradicting the hypothesis.
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